
MY THUMB HURTS WHEN I WRITE A NOVEL

To make writing as comfortable as possible and avoid hand pain, you should take . Take the time to do some quick hand
and finger exercises.

Now, I play tennis and the banjo regularly, and do a minimal amount of typing, relying on dictation software
for the rest. You get on your knees, lay your chest on the ball, put the rod on your back so that it makes
contact with your rear, back, and head to keep the spine neutral. Don't stretch for the hard-to-reach keys, e. If
you provide us someone else's personally-identifying information for referral purposes, we may use that
information to invite them to visit our websites or to provide them information about our products or services.
Do not expect to be able to use dictation software to do computer programming; As for composing technical
documents, i. You can control the cursor by gliding your fingers over a rollerbar and lightly pushing on the bar
to perform a left-click. Philip Blazar, an orthopedic surgeon and associate professor at Harvard Medical
School. Mouse: just to one side of your keyboard, so that you don't have to lean, stretch, or hunch to work it.
Voice activated software There are several voice activated applications intended for document composition.
Have a question about hand cramps? These companies typically use a cookie or third-party web beacon to
collect this information. I keep the index card in my back pocket. We will not use your sensitive personal
information for any purposes other than those described in this Policy unless we have obtained your consent.
You may also notify us by sending mail to the following address: Online Marketing Department. OK, it's not
always quite that easy. It leads to poor posture and eye strain. Excercise regularly, including stretching and
strengthing of core muscles abs, gluts, hamstrings, etc. In addition to Dvorak, there is yet another layout called
Colemak that is designed to improve upon Dvorak. When it's cold, consider wearing a pair of thin liner gloves
with the fingertips cut off. Learn more about it here. On the other hand, you will find that most people are
willing to help you out in your time of need. If you find it difficult to do this, then your shoulder and back
muscles are probably too weak. Cases of inherited writer's cramp have been reported, usually in conjunction
with early-onset generalized dystonia, which is associated with the DYT1 gene. Also keep in mind that even if
you have surgery and it is successful, your symptoms may return if you do not improve your computer habits.
Some of our websites contain links to other sites. We may also ask for other information about you, such as
your credit card information when you are making a purchase , interests, income, or education level. Extend
fingers and palm away from wall as much as possible. The ball should be big enough so that the rod is sloping
slightly up. Every hour or so, get up and walk around, get a drink of water, stretch whatever muscles are tight,
and look out the window at a far off object to rest your eyes. You'll want to be able to move back and forth
between standing and sitting, so you need a height-adjustable desk preferably electric powered , or a
contraption that sits on you desk and can raise up, like this one.


